Abstract -This paper presents results of a new numerical treatment of 3D MOSFET simulation with nonplanar interfaces. The simulations have been carried out by MINIMOS 5 our fully three-dimensional simulation program. Threedimensional effects like threshold shift for small channel devices, channel narrowing and the enhanced conductivity at the channel edge have been successfully modeled.
Introduction
The shrinking dimensions of the elements of IC's require suitable device models in physics and mathematics for accurate simulation. The usual two-dimensional device simulations describe fairly well the electrical characteristics for wide channel transistors but the advanced VLSI technology led to serious problems in modeling very narrow channel devices and therefore a great demand appeared for 3D simulations. The three-dimensional effects in MOSFET's like the shift of the threshold voltage, enhanced conductivity or the large depletion region near drain at the channel edge caused by the finite channel width are not taken into account by the two-dimensional simulations [l] ; the 2D programs are meanwhile state of the art. Accurate MOSFET device simulation requires suitable physical models but also skilled mathematical methods.
Three-dimensional device simulation unfortunately needs a large amount of CPU-time and memory. It is therefore obviously necessary to incorpo-rate very efficient algorithms. Demands on computer resources are usually kept moderate using rectangular shapes in simulation volume and planar interfaces.
In Chapter 2 we shall report about the physics and the mathematics on which the simulations of nonplanar interfaces are based. In addition we shall present the device structure and a consideration of some aspects of the oxide body of the MOSFET.
The results of our simulations carried out by MINIMOS 5 are reported in Chapter 3 and will be discussed there, too.
Physical and Mathematical Aspects
The basic equations which are implemented in our MINIMOS to describe current flow in silicon differ only slightly from the conventional equations. The Poisson equation and the continuity equations for electrons and holes are 'the' established basic equations which are commonly in use. A derivation of these equations can be found in e.g. [7] . The current relations for electrons and holes are somehow different from the conventional drift-diffusion relations. They include the hot electron transport effect. Detailed information on the 'hot-electron-transport' model can be found in [6, 9] . In addition to the well known boundary conditions for the Poisson equation and the continuity equations we have to implement a boundary condition for the mobilities. We set the driving force F as in
If we neglect this boundary condition we get unrealistic mobilities near the interfaces. For solving the set of differential equations we apply for discretisation the box integration method after Forsythe [10] to deal with the boundary conditions of the nonrectangular interfaces. Integrating (2a) for discretisation at the interfaces we obtain the interface boundary of the 3D MOSFET model is given in Fig. 1 . We implemented an approximation to the complete oxide-volume which can be seen in Fig. 2 
Results and Discussion
The geometry of the investigated 3D MOSFET is given in Fig. 1 : an nchannel MOSFET with an 1/j.m. x l/im channel and gate oxide of 15nm.
For demonstrating the influence of the oxide-body we selected two different shapes for the interfaces. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the potential distribution in channel length and width direction at the gate oxide semiconductor interface for nonrectangular and rectangular shape of the field oxide interface, respectively. These plots show how the potential distribution will be influenced by using rectangular shapes for the oxide body instead of the more realistic models as shown by Fig. 2 . The high increase of the potential distribution out of the channel is due to the gate contact overlapping the field oxide. In the same way the carrier distribution is changed. A high gradient in the field oxide shape results in high parasitic current at the channel edge on the other hand this effect is less significant for low gradients. 
